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Abstract

I describe the “functional decision theory” presented by Eliezer Yudkowsky in his 2017 paper
of the same name. It seems that the use of functional decision theory results in a particularly
odd outcome in certain decision paradigms; I endeavor to explain why. In order to do so, I
define W -type events as states that render certain combinations of other events salient. I
explain an illustrative example from Calvinist theology and provide further examples for
comparison from Yudkowsky and of my own devising.
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1. A Problem in Functional Decision Theory

Eliezer Yudkowsky and Nate Soares discuss in their paper “Functional Decision Theory”
the failings of the two canonical decision theories, causal decision theory (CDT) and evidential
decision theory (EDT). Questioning the notion that either is sufficient—an individual would
achieve higher utility by “judiciously switching between them”1 than by following one
alone—they present a new “functional decision theory” (FDT) capable of outperforming
CDT and EDT in various thought experiments of the XOR Newcomb type that have been
considered in the literature.

Through FDT, Yudkowsky seeks to formalize a notion of “choosing the output of a
fixed mathematical decision function, rather than...choosing a physical act” as central to
decision-making. A functional decision theorist considers his own process of reasoning as
leading to one of multiple possible conclusions, each of which he associates with a particular
state of the world, and picks the action that will correspond to the world he finds most
desirable. At first blush, this process seems isomorphic to the course of reasoning followed
by an evidential decision theorist, but there exists an important distinction: the course of
reasoning, rather than the action taken, is perceived as indicative of the state of the world.
The motivational question for a functional decision theorist is therefore “What output of
this decision procedure causes the best outcome?” rather than, according to Yudkowsky, the
corresponding question for an evidential decision theorist: “Which physical act of mine would
be the best news to hear I took?”2

1[1], page 2.
2[1], page 2.
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The first example Yudkowsky presents examines the FDT line of reasoning in a variant of
the Prisoner’s Dilemma in which a DM and her psychological twin will receive $1, 000, 000
each if they cooperate, $1, 000 each if they defect, and $1, 001, 000 and nothing, respectively,
if one defects and the other cooperates. According to Yudkowsky, the following demonstrates
the reasoning of a functional decision theorist in such a situation:

“My twin and I follow the same course of reasoning—this one. The
question is how this very course of reasoning should conclude. If it
concludes that cooperation is better, then we both cooperate and I get
$1, 000, 000. If it concludes that defection is better, then we both defect
and I get $1, 000. I would be personally better off in the former case, so
this course of reasoning hereby concludes cooperate.”3

Cooperating in the psychological twin PD is nothing new; EDT agents also choose to
cooperate. But, as Yudkowsky stresses, they cooperate for a different reason: if they cooperate,
then it is very likely that their psychological twins have cooperated; if they defect, it is likely
instead that their twins have defected. The difficulty in this reasoning is the fact that the DM’s
cooperation or defection is causally isolated from, albeit associated with, the twin’s. FDT
recognizes this notion and integrates it in a unique way, which provides many advantages over
CDT and EDT. The operative question is not whether another decision-making methodology
would be better, but whether the precise decision process already in use—functional decision
theory—should arrive at a different answer. In Yudkowsky’s words: “What if this very
decision process4 produced a different conclusion?”5 To be a functional decision theorist,
then, is to evaluate relevant counterfactuals and decide which is most expedient.

Yet there exists a situation in which the line of reasoning that a functional decision
theorist should follow seems to end in aporia. To the end of exploring and explaining this
odd fact of FDT, the following is an enlightening gedanken.

1.1. Mechanical Blackmail

The Mechanical Blackmail Gedanken. A highly intelligent blackmailer has estab-
lished a sophisticated methodology. He has a piece of blackmail embarrassing to both him
and his target, which will cause $1 million in damages to both if released. The blackmailer’s
modus is to trigger a 24-hour process of releasing the blackmail of which the target will be
notified immediately, and which will be stopped if and only if the target pays $1, 000 to the
blackmailer. The blackmailer seeks to blackmail the type of targets whom he can expect to pay
up.

This problem constitutes a sort of inverse Newcomb—one wants to avoid the worst-case
outcome at all costs by paying, but the proper methodology seems to be “being the kind of
person who doesn’t pay” in that it forestalls receiving blackmail in the first place. Yudkowsky’s
functional decision theorist DM, whom he calls Fiona, reasons accordingly:

3[1], page 2.
4Emphasis his.
5[1], page 5.
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According to FDT, when Fiona sees the blackmail and imagines refusing
to pay, she should imagine a hypothetical world in which FDT is the kind
of decision theory that refuses—which means that she should imagine a
world in which she was never blackmailed in the first place. Because she
chooses her actions entirely by comparing the hypotheticals that FDT
says to consider, Fiona concludes that refusing to pay is better than
paying. The blackmailer, recognizing this, does not attempt to blackmail
Fiona, and Fiona walks away unscathed.6

One is almost compelled to claim this is self-contradictory. For Fiona to establish a method-
ology for handling the mechanical blackmail—for her to imagine receiving it—demonstrates
that she intellectually engages with the notion of “being the kind of person who receives me-
chanical blackmail.” Might this beg the question of whether the blackmailer would recognize
her in advance as “the type of individual who does not pay”? According to Yudkowsky, if the
blackmailer is a rational agent familiar with the way in which Fiona’s decision theory responds
to this problem, then Fiona only receives blackmail if she is EDT/CDT. But assume for the
moment—however impossible it may seem—that Fiona does receive mechanical blackmail.
Our immediate reaction is that the blackmailer is not a perfectly rational agent. If the
blackmailer’s predictions are accurate 95 percent of the time, then he may blackmail Fiona
one out of every twenty times he blackmails someone. In that case, Fiona is worse off than
an evidential decision theorist. We then have the following thought experiment.

The Irrational Blackmailer Gedanken. The mechanical blackmailer is going about his
day having elegantly mapped out the decision theories of his various targets and blackmailing
only those he, as a perfectly rational agent, can expect to pay up. Meanwhile, a copycat
criminal discovers the methodology of the blackmailer. She begins following his method
perfectly, with one exception: one out of every ten times she blackmails someone, it will be
a functional decision theorist. She blackmails exactly as frequently as the real blackmailer.
Everyone knows about the existence and methodology of both the blackmailers.

Assume Fiona is blackmailed. Then she reasons that it is the irrational blackmailer
who has blackmailed her. What does her decision theory have her do? If she acted no
differently—not paying up—she’d lose $1 million for every $19, 000 lost by a causal decision
theorist. So Fiona, in keeping with her decision theory, thinks, “There are not any relevant
differences between this and the course of reasoning I will have at any other times I am
blackmailed. The question is how this selfsame course of reasoning should end; if it always
ends in not paying up, then I can expect to lose a tremendous amount of money; if it always
ends in paying up, I will lose much less money. Therefore, I should pay up.”

This is not unreasonable; it’s simple expected utility theory, and a methodology quite in
line with FDT once the causal link between being the type of person who pays and receiving
blackmail has been altered. The problem is now whether the “irrational blackmailer” can be
called irrational at all. With Fiona having reasoned as above, it makes perfect sense for the
original mechanical blackmailer to blackmail Fiona—and it makes perfect sense for her to pay

6[1], page 30.
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up. Indeed, once it has been established that Fiona (like any rational person) will pay the
irrational blackmailer, the rational blackmailer will begin to blackmail her as well, knowing
that Fiona should reason no differently, as she does not know outright who is sending her the
blackmail.

Yes, FDT is not any better off than its compatriots in my admittedly unfair gedanken.
The difference is that EDT and CDT behave “consistently” once the irrational blackmailer is
introduced. But is this at all a distinction worth pressing? A functional decision theorist
would protest that it is unreasonable to change the paradigm by introducing an irrational
DM. “Asking a decision theory to continue to stand in the case of the irrational blackmailer,”
he might complain, “is logically equivalent to asking it to continue to stand under machine
gun fire. No rational person wouldn’t pay up in such a case.”

This hypothetical complainer is correct, which is why I allow that my gedanken as
presented is unfair. It requires a decision theory to confront a tremendously irrational
decision-maker who seems to have been engineered for the very purpose of undermining that
decision theory. Furthermore, Yudkowsky, perhaps anticipating such a gedanken, addresses a
slightly modified version of it:

Fiona plays the same strategy even if the blackmailer is an imperfect
predictor. Assume that with probability 0.0009, the blackmailer wrongly
predicts that an agent will pay. Fiona therefore imagines that if she pays
upon receiving blackmail then she always gets blackmailed and always
loses $1, 000, whereas if she refuses to pay then she is blackmailed 0.09%
of the time and loses $900 in expectation. As such, she refuses to pay,
even when holding the blackmail letter, even though she knows that the
blackmailer predicted wrongly—because it’s advantageous to be the kind
of agent that makes such decisions. If instead the chance of error is
0.011% [sic], then she pays, as this is again the action that tends to make
an agent rich.7

Yudkowsky is correct. It is not inconsistent for the introduction of the irrational blackmailer
to change Fiona’s response. The totality of this evidence presents an apt criticism of the
gedanken, and I will update it accordingly to make it clear that the idea behind it isn’t unfair
at all. I do not mean to claim that the introduction of the irrational blackmailer deals a death
blow to the expediency of FDT in the mechanical blackmailer problem. The reason that I
rendered separate the original “perfect” blackmailer and the new “irrational” blackmailer in
my gedanken is to attain greater clarity in the point that I will proceed to argue: while an
actual irrational blackmailer does not threaten the efficacy of FDT in this setting, the mere
thought of such an irrational blackmailer, if taken to the logical conclusion, does.

Yudkowsky writes, “[Fiona] chooses her actions entirely by comparing the hypotheticals
that FDT says to consider.” In contrast, I said earlier, “Assume for the moment—however
impossible it may seem—that Fiona does receive mechanical blackmail.” The imagined
functional decision theorist who was peeved at my unfair gedanken might reply, “But that

7[1], page 31.
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isn’t a counterfactual FDT says to consider!”
What counterfactuals, then, does FDT “say” to consider? To claim this particular

counterfactual is off the table is is to belie the purpose and efficacy of functional decision
theory as Yudkowsky imagines it. Certainly, the possibility of being blackmailed in real time
will occur to Fiona in the process of considering the thought experiment. To claim that this
consideration is not “appropriate” is ridiculous; any attempt to use FDT to determine the
proper decision requires that Fiona imagine the prospect of making such a decision, which
means imagining she has received mechanical blackmail.

Yudkowsky himself admits, “At first glance, it may seem like Fiona is ignoring informa-
tion—shouldn’t she update on the fact that she has seen the blackmail?”8 In order to explain
this counterintuitive reasoning, he repeats the original claim:

If Fiona did receive the blackmail, she would reason, “Paying corresponds
to a world where I lose $1, 000; refusing corresponds to a world where I
never get blackmailed. The latter looks better, so I refuse.” As such, she
never gets blackmailed—her counterfactual reasoning is proven correct.9

So let’s join Fiona in imagining such a world, tracing her thought process until we
find where, exactly, this methodology goes wrong. Yudkowsky claims that Fiona—already
imagining the world in which she has been blackmailed—then imagines FDT is the sort of
decision theory that results in her refusing to pay, and that in this hypothetical world, “Fiona
receives blackmail” is a contradiction. Therefore, he argues, Fiona will realize “Fiona will not
be blackmailed” follows from FDT, provided FDT is the sort of decision theory that refuses
to pay up. (Perhaps she further seeks to exhaust her options by imagining FDT is the sort of
decision theory that does pay, in which she reasons, correctly, that she will be blackmailed.)
It is plain to Fiona that the first of these two options is better; thus, FDT does not pay.

I fear this reasoning is convoluted in its attempt to avoid the obvious. Yudkowsky seems
to be responding to the criticism he provides verbatim (“Shouldn’t she update on the fact
that she has seen the blackmail?”), but does not integrate the result: that in imagining such
a world, Fiona will reason as if the world has already obtained. If reasoning thus, Fiona
does not immediately come to the conclusion that “FDT doesn’t pay” and “I have been
blackmailed” are in contradiction. Rather, she allows a relevant counterfactual: in the case
“FDT refuses to pay and I have been blackmailed,” there must exist an irrational blackmailer
like the one I described in the unfair gedanken. In such a case, she reasons that it is now
consistent with her decision theory to pay up, as Yudkowsky allows. No such irrational
blackmailer need actually exist for this counterfactual to occur to her. As soon as Fiona has
cognized that such an event may happen—indeed, as soon as anyone cognizes that FDT is
the type of decision theory that admits such a counterfactual—all of FDT’s defenses against
the rational mechanical blackmailer are down. Now the rational blackmailer can blackmail
Fiona, knowing that she will reason that such a move means there must exist an irrational
DM whose methodology is not linked to the type of decision maker she is. Fiona does not

8[1], page 31.
9[1], page 31.
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have access to whether this imagined imperfect blackmailer is correct .0009 or .0011 of the
time—she only has access to the evidence gleaned from the relevant counterfactual.

Again the imagined functional decision theorist chafes at my analysis: “It’s unfair to
expect someone to make a rational decision without good priors!” But the claim I have made
stands especially in the case wherein Fiona has a solid prior in favor of “blackmailer is always
correct about what type of DM I am,” when she “knows” that the blackmailer is never wrong.
Her thought process makes it such that she has to change her prior.

According to Yudkowsky, the major problem in CDT is its obstinate refusal to handle
“subjunctive dependence.” His definition of this term can be paraphrased as follows: an event
Y causally downstream from event X is subjunctively dependent on X if X does not influence
Y , but if Y had not obtained, then X would not have obtained. (He uses the apt example
of two calculators: the reason for their agreement is not causal, yet if one outcome were
different, then the other would be too.) But the mechanical blackmail problem illustrates an
issue with FDT’s response to subjunctive dependence. We have the following trilemma:

1. An FDT agent making a decision in the mechanical blackmail gedanken must completely
take on faith the presence of “subjunctive dependence”—he immediately and predictably
discards the possibility that such subjunctive dependence is only a facsimile produced
by a real-world actor. (“If I am ever blackmailed, I will automatically conclude that it
is the rational, accurate blackmailer who has blackmailed me.”)

2. An FDT agent, rather than throwing out the irrational blackmailer counterfactual that
violates subjunctive dependence, somehow prevents it from arising in his or anyone
else’s decision process.

3. An FDT agent may imagine the absence of subjunctive dependence, but must come up
with a principled reason why his continuing not to pay in that case wouldn’t violate his
own decision theory.

The first of these options, by virtue of the parenthetical, makes an epistemic contingency
plan for something that FDT cannot consistently believe has any chance of occurring—which
is itself a violation of subjunctive dependence. The second choice is effectively impossible,
and the last plainly violates EUT. There is a sense in which this analysis reflects poorly on the
original Mechanical Blackmail gedanken, because it is much more difficult to imagine Fiona
torn over the subjunctive-dependence-violating counterfactual of, for example, “I one-box
and Box A is empty” in Newcomb than it is to imagine her in confusion about “I am of the
don’t-pay type and I get blackmailed.” For the remainder of the paper, we seek to examine
why.

2. Observational Bias in Decision Theory

2.1. Description

When a pair of real-world outcomes obtains in tandem, one is wont to infer that these
events X and Y have one of three types of causal relationship, for the enumeration of which
I use an example provided by Yudkowsky in another of his papers. Suppose we notice that
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rain (“X”) and wet sidewalks (“Y ”) seem always to occur in conjunction. We consider the
following list of possible reasons:

• (Type I). X causes Y (“rain causes wet sidewalks”);

• (Type II). Y causes X (“wet sidewalks cause rain”); or

• (Type III). There exists some Z such that Z causes X and Y (“pink rabbits from
within the hollow Earth cause both rain and wet sidewalks”10).

However, there is an important set of possible explanations missing from this list. One
can imagine two additional explanations stemming from anthropic fallacy. For distinction,
we first define the type of event described in III.

Definition 1. A Z-type event is an action/state of the world Z causing events X and Y .

Now, in contrast, we establish a rather important definition.

Definition 2. A W -type event is an action/state of the world W in which one of the following
obtains for events W,X and Y :

• (Type IV). X and Y are not independently observable, but their combination causes W ,
whose presence makes X and Y manifest; or

• (Type V). X and Y are not independently observable, but their combination is caused
by W , whose presence makes X and Y manifest; or more generally,

• (General case.) The combination of X and Y is sometimes associated with or allowed
by W , which makes X and Y observable, but neither X nor Y alone accompanies W .

The immediate response to these latter cases I call “W -type” is to consider them nonviable.
Rain without wet sidewalks or vice versa seems readily imaginable; they aren’t only observable
when together. We ask, then: is there an analogy, of the sidewalks-and-rain flavor, that
would illustrate what these options look like in practice? Consider the hypothesis—only
slightly more inconceivable, if significantly more contrived, than the intentional absurdity of
the notion of pink rabbits’ interfering with the weather—that water is not only clear, but
incapable of catching light; that most people stay inside and thus do not feel rain or slip on
wet sidewalks; and that when rain and wet sidewalks occur in tandem, this causes a particular
runoff into a drain near Dushanbe in Khirgizia,11 which wakes pink rabbits that cause water
to catch the light.

Decision theory is eminently concerned with the prospect of making decisions under
uncertainty of the effects our decisions will have; if W -type events as I describe them exist and
are not being treated of, this is cause for alarm. Research that falsifies “∃Z : Z → X and Y ”

10[2], page 59.
11[3],63.
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by demonstrating that “if Y , then X” does not account for the statistical noise created by
a W -variable, and fails to falsify this type of relationship: experimentally, “causing Y ” is
indistinguishable from “causing Y to be observable.” In particular, if human tendencies to
selective observation and ignorance constitute a W -variable (“X and Y frequently occur
independently, but it is only when they occur together that I pay attention to them”), then
it is vital to establish machinery for proceeding in such situations, or that will at least make
us aware of when we are in one.

One venue exists in which examples of Type IV or V explanations for the simultaneous
occurrence of real-world phenomena abound: theology. Despite the apparent whimsy of the
following example, it will motivate my claims later in the paper and my conclusions about
the problem with FDT I describe above.

2.2. Calvinist Theology and Observation Bias

In 1551, Calvin published the final version of Institutes of the Christian Religion, which
serves both as a treatise on Christian doctrine and as a guide to decision-making under a
certain theistic paradigm. Calvinist theology may seem bizarre in this context, but it has
been notably linked to decision theory before. Particular to both the decision theorist and
the Calvinist is an interest in the meta-level decision analysis of how our knowledge of said
external factors affects the way such variables influence us. Let V stand for a virtuous life
(0 yield) and S for a sinful life (small positive yield of x). H is Heaven (positive yield of a
thousand times x at least), and ¬H is not achieving Heaven (0 yield). A lazy Calvinist—I’ll
call him the Pascalvinist—makes the following decision diagram:

God picked V God picked S

I pick V

I pick S

1000x 0

x1001x

Supposing that God is a very accurate Predictor, and that the Pascalvinist slightly prefers
x to 0, and slightly prefers 1001x to 1000x, but of course vastly prefers 1000x to x, his
situation is isomorphic to the Newcomb Problem. The Pascalvinist knows that he has already
been predestined to H or ¬H.12 From an immediate perspective, his inclination to be virtuous
is evidentialist. I will not waste words describing how seeking “God picked V ∧ I pick S” is
self-defeating; this has been well-described by Nozick, Kafka, and many others.

The common ground of the hitchhiker problem, toxin puzzle, and Newcomblike problems
is the existence of four states: the completion or lack of completion of an important decision-
theoretic task and the completion or lack of completion of an auxiliary action that imposes a

12Single predestination suffices for this toy problem.
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small opportunity cost, although “forming the intention” to do it, or being considered to be
the of the decision type that would, assists in the completion of the important task. This is a
paradigm with which Calvinist theology is eminently concerned; therefore a digression into
the following excerpt of Calvin’s text will be helpful rather than distracting. Here Calvin
responds to the contention that salvation occurs as a result of good works:

The passages in which it is said that God will reward every man according
to his works are easily disposed of. For that mode of expression indicates
not the cause but the order of sequence. Now, it is beyond a doubt that
the steps by which the Lord in his mercy consummates our salvation
are these, ‘Whom he did predestinate, them he also called; and whom
he called, them he also justified; and whom he justified, them he also
glorified’ (Rom. 8:30). But though it is by mercy alone that God admits
his people to life, yet as he leads them into possession of it by the course of
good works. . . it is not strange that they are said to be crowned according
to their works, since by these doubtless they are prepared for receiving
the crown of immortality. . . they are elsewhere told to labour for the meat
which perisheth not (John 6:27), while they acquire life for themselves by
believing in Christ; and yet it is immediately added, that this meat “the
Son of man shall give unto you.” Hence it appears, that working is not
at all opposed to grace, but refers to pursuit, and, therefore, it follows
not that believers are the authors of their own salvation, or that it is the
result of their works.13

Setting aside the actual intentions Calvin may have had in the writing of this passage, I
seek to construct an interpretation of it that will not belie general Calvinist theology, and that
will motivate a potential understanding of the irrational blackmailer problem. Calvin argues
that the idea that God rewards the good works of men is not in fact reflective of a causative
step, but rather demonstrative of the “order of sequence” in a process of holiness through
which men attain the achievement of good works. The immediate interpretation is that
once this process is set in motion through faith enabled by grace, good works are a requisite
task that good men perform, but do not constitute the manner of, nor the reason for, their
salvation. Works instead constitute a preparation for ascension. “By exerting themselves in
good works, they aspire to eternal life,” writes Calvin. His further clarification renders more
transparent this conception of works: “Working is not at all opposed to grace, but refers to
pursuit.” One might then diagrammatize Calvin’s understanding of the relationship between
election (the “Crown of Immortality”) and good works as the following:

13[4], page 505.
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Admission to life Possession of life
Good works

Salvation
Belief in Christ

Crown of Im-
mortality

Prepares for

Enables

In this diagram, Figure 1, we see that there are two parallel courses toward election: good
works, which leads the men already inclined towards goodness to establish “possession” of
their earthly lives, and belief in Christ, which is itself the architect of salvation. However,
numerous problems abound in this parsing, the most critical of which will now be discussed.

1. There is no reason to believe from the above diagram that both courses of election are
required. It looks like either one is sufficient—meaning that good works do ensure
salvation after all, a conclusion with which Calvin certainly disagrees. The opposite
fallacy is also present: faith directly leads to salvation, meaning that good works needn’t
occur. But Calvin claims that “whom he justified, them he also glorified” and that
God “leads [the elect] into possession” of life through good works. Therefore, this can’t
be an accurate representation of his opinion of soteriology.

2. Calvin believes in predestination; members of the elect are inclined to execute the very
faith and goodness that render them members of the elect because they have a built-in
predisposition to do so. This diagram does not at all account for the reverse direction
of causality—which is, if anything, more prominent in his theology than the forward
one.

The first problem alone deals a death blow to any penchant for assuming that the diagram
above is an accurate representation of the causal chains in Calvinist soteriology. The obvious
next step is to assume that the relationship between election and good works is iff. In
order to do so, there is a definitional shift that must be executed. The prior approach
epitomized in 1 demonstrated that a naive linear notion of causality will not suffice unless
equipped with a Newcomblike notion of “decision type.” Thus, we dispense with the “Crown
of Immortality,” which can be understood as a direct result of actions on earthly choice
sets. We need a category such as “membership in the elect,” which reflects an unchanging
fact or predisposition about a person, in line with “evidential decision theorist.” We note
that “membership in the elect” as an object of study here creates a clear difficulty: it is not
manifest, and my entire purpose is to treat of observability. This problem, though, will not
obtain immediately. We will treat of it as it becomes relevant.

Here is Figure 2, positing an iff relationship between election and good works:
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Election Good works

Causes the re-
ward of

Causes predisposi-
tion toward

Another possibility may be presented for exhaustion: grace is causative of both good
works and election. This maintains the convenient property of the iff to solve problem 2
above, and adds a qualifier. We construct a diagram like this one (Figure 3).

Election Good works

reward of

predisposition toward

Grace

causes causes

Either of these approaches seems immediately to resolve the central issues in the convoluted
and atypical Figure 1, and adds a nice component of aesthetic symmetry to boot. But
unfortunately, neither is sufficient. The notion that performance of good works is an indicator
that men are saved emerges blatantly from the above course of reasoning, but that would
imply that Calvin does not think that plenty of good works—at least 30%, say, of the
good works done—are performed by people who are not members of the elect, because if a
significant proportion of the good works are done by non-elect, then good works are not a
reliable indicator of salvation, and cannot be parsed as a manifestation of the predisposition
caused by election. Yet Calvin spends a great deal of the Institutes explaining that non-elect
individuals do perform good works. With the causal chain presented as above, these two
claims—“good works are an indicator of salvation” and “many good works are done by those
who are not saved”—are in contradiction.
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A better construction of Calvinist theology will produce a diagram that can solve for
all three of the issues: the two that make Figure 1 nonviable and the description of the
problem with 2 and 3. For this construction, I claim that “grace” viewed as an event of
W -type rather than Z-type fits Calvin’s understanding. This monadic interpretation will
clear up the confusion of the previous three diagrams. We will thus retrace the passage with
a straightforwardly soteriological lens. Those who perform good works are also (often) saved.
These two facts about the elect—their manifest works, and their salvation—are interrelated
only inasmuch as both have a unique sort of relationship with a third, invisible event: grace.
Perhaps the reason Calvin finds the salvation-by-works “heresy” so pervasive is because
individuals cannot see the operation of grace, and note only the earthly works and accordingly
those who perform them members of the elect.

Given that these two facts—good works and election—almost always occur together, their
causal association is only natural. One of the understandings I-V will be ascribed to them
unfailingly. We have seen that I-III do not work. I argue that the relationship most closely
resembles V. We can visualize this through a monadic diagram. The combination of election
and good works that Calvin describes is created or permitted by the unseen vessel of grace,
and individuals who receive grace are wont to be exalted by God for their earthly faith and
deeds. Exaltation by God constitutes glorification—the process through which one’s earthly
deeds become manifest to others. Thus we construct Figure 4 as an appropriate rendition of
the soteriological process as perhaps understood by Calvin.

Election Good works

Illuminates

Appearance of
causation

Appearance of
result

Grace

Illuminates

This understanding solves for the theological issue that election and good works, though
they are often observed together, need not occur together in the abstract—in Calvin’s
understanding, plenty of members of the reprobate perform good works, but others seldom
cognize that they are doing so. It also requires an important point regarding the observability
of election. It is expedient to write that when election is visible, it is seen as “virtue.” The
following slightly modified Figure 5 follows.
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Election
(mani-
fested
through
virtue)

Good works

Illuminates

Appearance of
causation

Appearance of
result

Grace

Illuminates

We see then that treating of W -type events has been considered part of an approach to
the philosophy of decision-making—at least when Calvin wrote his theological treatise five
hundred years ago. But is this kind of analysis coherent, let alone required, outside of a
religious understanding of decision-making? Here there arises an immediate disagreement
that shall be dispensed with: “The argument presented is a theological one; this kind of
interference doesn’t exist in the real world.”

This rebuttal is fallacious. I make no pretensions to expertise, but it seems that a causal
diagram for the famous Weizmann Institute experiment (Figure 6) looks very similar to the
above.

Observer
watches ex-
periment

Particles
don’t be-
have as
waves

Allows

Unknown rela-
tionship

Appearance of
causation

Electronic
detector

Interference
(perhaps causal?
Unknown if pho-
tons go through
both slits)

The claim made in the relationship between electronic detector and the behavior of
particles—that this is perhaps causal, but by definition impossible to conclusively evaluate as
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such—illustrates the premier difficulty when undertaking decision-making under the potential
interference of a W -type event. Here is a more graspable example in which one may arise:

Funding presentation. Researchers at a university can apply for funding for projects. At
the final step in the funding approval process, they are asked to present a prospectus defense
before an academic panel. (The applicants who do not make it that far in the process are
informed via email of their elimination; all the applicants who receive the final screening are
invited to a dinner at which the award recipients are announced.) Due to the importance
of the final presentation, a preliminary screening can be sought to provide helpful feedback.
Mr. B has applied for funding for many projects. In cases where he integrated the criticisms
of the preliminary committee, he received an invitation to the final dinner, but was not an
award recipient. When he did not seek to integrate the preliminary criticisms, he was not
invited for the final presentation. Being invited for an interview is associated with his forming
more attachment to the funding (cf. Kahneman and Tversky). Salience causes him to render
the following diagram, Figure 7.

I integrate
committee
criticisms

Rejection

Makes me seek
further criticism

Causes predisposi-
tion toward

In looking at this diagram, the DM is likely to think his actions in consulting the committee
review are fallacious. In actuality, a more accurate diagram is this one, Figure 8, and no such
association exists. The salience-driven mindset of the DM constitutes a W -type event. Here,
let W = “I pay more attention to my previous actions when rationally inclined to think the
stakes are high.”
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3. Decision-Making under W -Type Events

3.1. W -Type Events in the Real World

The Pascalvinist is equipped of Figure 5. He knows that performing good works does not
render him part of the elect, and vice versa. Perhaps there is some analogy to the “tickle
defense” where, given Figure 5, he attempts to gauge whether others are paying attention to
his good works to see whether he is likely to be operating under W -type grace. Generally,
however, there does not seem to be a mainstream methodology for dealing with this type of
situation.

3.2. Functional Decision Theory as W -Type

In line with Yudkowsky’s description of the functional decision theoretic response to the
mechanical blackmail problem, we can construct Figure 9 below. At first, Fiona reasons—just
as Yudkowsky describes—that in imagining a world in which FDT is the kind of decision
theory that refuses to pay the blackmailer, she imagines a world in which she never receives
mechanical blackmail.
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The problem arises when we consider the following: functional decision theory is—in
addition to being the decision theory Fiona espouses—the vantage point through which she
considers the outcomes of the decision-making process. This interference, I think, can be
understood as central to the reason FDT causes such a strange result in the mechanical
blackmail problem. FDT considered as a W -type state explains Fiona’s reasoning.

1. Fiona imagines a world in which FDT does not pay the blackmailer, and a world in
which it does.

2. Fiona realizes that in the former case, she will never be blackmailed, and in the latter,
she will often be blackmailed.

3. Fiona concludes that if she decides “FDT does not pay,” then if she ever receives
mechanical blackmail, the blackmailer will be irrational.

4. Fiona, if operating under some reasonable prior probabilities, realizes that if the
blackmailer is irrational, FDT pays the blackmailer.

5. Fiona recognizes that the juxtaposition of her having come to the previous conclusion
and her being unable to know who is sending her blackmail means that the real
blackmailer may begin regularly sending her mechanical blackmail, in which case it is
expedient for her to pay.

6. Fiona cannot conclusively decide not to pay the blackmailer.

What has happened in this sequence is that Fiona’s decision theory has worked as W -type:
“Fiona pays” and “Fiona pays iff blackmailer is irrational” occur together under the lens of
FDT. Each of the counterfactuals evaluates fine in isolation, but when they occur together
under FDT, the decision process cannot resolve in the negative. Figure 10 demonstrates this
problem.
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We compare this quirk of FDT to the reasoning Fiona undertakes in two other experiments
provided by Yudkowsky. First we consider the psychological twin Prisoner’s Dilemma. If we
try to create the same counterfactual-engineered paradox, we quickly fail, as seen here.

1. Fiona imagines a world in which FDT cooperates, and a world in which FDT defects.

2. Fiona realizes that in the former world, she will win $1 million; in the latter, $1, 000.

3. Fiona concludes that if she cooperates but does not receive $1 million, her psychological
twin will not be using FDT properly.

4. Fiona discards this possibility by the definition of psychological twin.

5. Fiona decides to cooperate.

Consider for another comparison the thought experiment of Soares and Fallenstein (“XOR
Blackmail”) that Yudkowsky also reproduces:

An agent has been alerted to a rumor that her house has a terrible termite
infestation that would cost her $1, 000, 000 in damages. She doesn’t know
whether this rumor is true. A greedy predictor with a strong reputation
for honesty learns whether or not it’s true, and drafts a letter: “I know
whether or not you have termites, and I have sent you this letter iff
exactly one of the following is true: (i) the rumor is false, and you are
going to pay me $1, 000 upon receiving this letter; or (ii) the rumor is
true, and you will not pay me upon receiving this letter.” The predictor
then predicts what the agent would do upon receiving the letter, and
sends the agent the letter iff exactly one of (i) or (ii) is true. Thus, the
claim made by the letter is true. Assume the agent receives the letter.
Should she pay up?14

14[1], page 24.
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Again we trace Fiona’s reasoning:

1. Fiona imagines a world in which FDT does not pay the XOR blackmailer, and a world
in which it does.

2. Fiona realizes that in the former case, she will get the letter only when she has termites
(e.g. rarely), and in the latter, she will get the letter anytime she does not (e.g. very
often).

3. Fiona concludes that if she decides “FDT does not pay,” then if she gets the letter and
does not have termites, then the blackmailer is irrational, but she gains nothing by
paying. If she decides “FDT pays,” then if she gets the letter and does have termites,
she still gains nothing by paying.

4. Fiona decides not to pay the blackmailer.

We have now seen two cases in which the counterfactual that seems intuitively “wrong”—the
one that violates subjunctive dependence and has the potentiality to force a change in deci-
sion—is not a problem for FDT. In the former of these, the potential negative eventuality
is for all intents causally downstream from using FDT, and in the second it is not. The
latter case reiterates Yudkowsky’s defense of FDT: in the XOR Blackmail problem, an FDT
user and a CDT user have different counterfactuals (Fiona, if asked “What if you had paid?”
would respond, “I wouldn’t have received blackmail then”; “Carl,” the causal decision theorist,
would respond “I would’ve lost more money”). This imagined exchange highlights the notion
of the “wrong” counterfactuals; Fiona actively avoids the counterfactual “FDT doesn’t pay
AND I receive blackmail.”

But Yudkowsky’s dwelling on this point misses a more important one. For each of these two
situations there exists a unique, intuitive reason why “Fiona ignores the wrong counterfactual”
and “Fiona considers the wrong counterfactual” provide equivalent outcomes, which they
fail to do in the Mechanical Blackmail. The reason why the two evaluate identically in the
XOR blackmail problem, ironically, is not the XOR. It’s the fact that the termite problem
is causally upstream of the letter—not a very interesting reason, and certainly not the one
Yudkowsky emphasizes. Of course, if a letter had instead been drafted threatening to release
one million termites into Fiona’s home if she did not pay up within 24 hours, and sent off
iff she were the type of DM who would pay, immediately the “wrong” counterfactual would
become highly relevant. This is to say: the fact that the termites exist or do not exist before
the letter is the only important difference between XOR and Mechanical Blackmails.

In the variant of PD, the salient fact is indeed the XOR. The manner in which Fiona most
strictly diverges from the causal decision theorist is in her refusal to admit the “impossible”
counterfactual in an XOR situation, which is perhaps the best quality of evidential decision
theory. The other prisoner is Fiona’s psychological twin iff the other prisoner acts the same.
Fiona will one-box iff she was predicted to do so. Pushing Fiona to consider the impossible
counterfactual as we have done only makes her more blatant in her dismissal of it.

3.3. Conclusion

One is disposed to feel strongly that Fiona is correct to dismiss the “wrong” counterfactual
in the psychological twin PD, and, as I said earlier, Newcomb. This intuition demonstrates
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precisely where the problem lies. As stated previously, to inhabit the Mechanical Blackmail
paradigm necessitates that Fiona imagine having received blackmail. This vantage point
renders her decision options salient, because if Fiona does not receive blackmail, there
is no need for her to consider her response to it—but if she does, she must consider the
counterfactual “Fiona does not pay AND Fiona receives blackmail.” In Newcomblike problems,
the question of whether one can expect to face the decision step (“cooperate” or “defect”) in
real time does not affect the salience one ascribes to the choices; in the blackmail problem,
the “pay” or “not pay” action steps can be taken only after “I receive blackmail,” which
in turn supposes “I am of the decision type to receive blackmail” or else “I am not of the
decision type to receive blackmail, and there exists an irrational blackmailer,” as shown in
Figure 11. This is the manner in which I claim this analysis of FDT “reflects poorly” on the
original Mechanical Blackmail gedanken. One can commit to being of the decision type that
does not pay only after imagining not paying—but for a DM to imagine not paying requires
him to imagine that there exists a blackmailer who would blackmail him anyways.

FDT
doesn’t
pay

Blackmailer
is irra-
tional

Considers

Falsifies

Implies

Apply
FDT to
“I receive
blackmail”

Considers

The fact that Fiona does not run into the same paradox in the psychological twin problem
is illustrative of the fact that the salience of the counterfactual in the mechanical blackmail
problem entirely has to do with the visibility of her decision-making process. The blackmailer
and any other prospective blackmailers have full access to the logical conclusions of FDT as
it relates to Fiona in a manner that interferes uniquely with what Fiona can expect to befall
her, but in the psychological twin problem, only Fiona and her twin are responsible for the
outcome. Her decision theory cannot properly be said to have caused the problem, but to
have permitted or perhaps rendered visible the problem. We can conclude, then, that these
“wrong” counterfactuals, if they obtain, mean that

1. There exists an irrational actor15 in a decision paradigm where otherwise FDT would
work fine; and

15“Irrational” is a sufficient but not necessary condition; cf. the point about the version of the XOR
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2. The existence of this actor makes a different choice—the one that wasn’t in line with
FDT before—more expedient under FDT.

In the psychological twin PD, the second point here is absolutely true, but the first fails;
in XOR Blackmail, these facts are reversed. We conclude the following necessary facts about
any situation in which we can expect FDT to self-contradict:

1. The paradigm admits interference by an additional actor; and

2. Actions taken by this actor are causally upstream of FDT valuations.

Ultimately, this further solidifies the notion of FDT as W -type: it is only under FDT
that only the combination of these two facts creates a problem.
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Blackmail that FDT would fail. The DM need not be irrational; he need only be “non-rule-following” in
terms of the parameters of the gedanken.
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